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Parton distribution functions in the pion from lattice QCD
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We analyze the moments of parton distribution functions in the pion calculated in lattice QCD, paying
particular attention to their chiral extrapolation. Using the lowest three nontrivial moments calculated on the
lattice, we assess the accuracy with which thex dependence of both the valence and sea quark distributions in
the pion can be extracted. The resulting valence quark distributions at the physical pion mass are in fair
agreement with existing Drell-Yan data, but the statistical errors are such that one cannot yet confirm~or rule
out! the large-x behavior expected from hadron helicity conservation in perturbative QCD. However, one can
expect that the next generation of calculations in lattice QCD will allow one to extract parton distributions with
a level of accuracy comparable with current experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely appreciated that the pion plays a very fund
mental role in QCD. Given that chiral symmetry is such
good symmetry of nature, because of the extremely
masses of theu andd quarks, the pseudo-Goldstone chara
ter of the pion is ubiquitous in hadron physics. As a res
the determination of its structure, both from experiment a
non-perturbative studies of QCD, is of great importance. T
parton distribution functions~PDFs! of the pion have been
measured in a number of experiments, using the Drell-Y
reaction@1–5#. Such experiments tend to focus on the reg
of Bjorken-x above'0.2 and hence are most sensitive to t
valence distribution. Until recently there was little constra
on the size or form of the sea quark distributions, but m
surements of charge exchange in semi-inclusive deep ine
tic scattering~DIS! at the DESYep collider HERA have
yielded some information at very lowx @6–8#, and one can
also expect new, high precision data from semi-inclusive D
after the upgrade at Jefferson Lab@9#. This observation will
be important for our analysis because the current errors
the sea quark distributions are considerably larger than
statistical errors in the first moment of the lattice data.

The existing data have been used to constrain var
phenomenological parametrizations of the pion PDFs@10–
14#. At the same time they are used to guide and test n
perturbative models of the internal structure of the pio
from the constituent quark model@15# to the Nambu–Jona
Lasinio ~NJL! model @16–19# and others@20–23#. In addi-
tion, there has recently been a calculation within a covar
model, based on a truncation of the Dyson-Schwinger eq
tions @24#.

One of the clearest predictions for thex dependence of the
pion structure function comes from considerations of had
helicity conservation within perturbative QCD@25–28#. It is
0556-2821/2003/68~3!/034025~9!/$20.00 68 0340
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a firm expectation within this framework that the valen
quark distribution should behave like (12x)2 asx→1. On
the other hand, the experimental data seem to be more
sistent with a form linear in (12x). One suggestion is tha
the experimental data may have a substantial higher-t
component@29#. We shall see that the analysis of data fro
lattice QCD offers a significant possibility of resolving th
issue in the near future.

In Sec. II we review the lattice simulations of the m
ments of the pion structure function, while the chiral e
trapolation of these moments is described in Sec. III. T
reconstruction of thex dependence of the valence and s
quark distribution functions in the pion is presented in S
IV. In order to make quite clear what can be learned fro
existing lattice data, and what might become possible in
near future, we present several alternative methods for
forming the extraction. In Sec. IV we also investigate t
pion mass dependence of the reconstructed distribution
nally, in Sec. V we summarize our results, and outline futu
applications of the methodology presented here.

II. LATTICE RESULTS

By discretizing space-time as a four-dimensional hyp
cubic lattice, the field equations of QCD can be solved n
merically in the non-perturbative region. The potential
lattice QCD is that it allows a first principles investigation
hadron properties and structure. The main weakness of t
numerical calculations is the vast computational resour
that they require. Indeed, it is not yet computationally fe
sible to perform lattice calculations that correspond to
parameters of the real world. Current simulations are run
quark masses 3–10 times too large, on lattice volumes
are likely too small, and often use the quenched approxim
tion ~in which sea quark loops are neglected!. The result of
©2003 The American Physical Society25-1
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these restrictions is that various extrapolations are neces
to reach the physical regime.

The pioneering lattice calculations of hadron structu
functions were made by Martinelli and Sachrajda in the l
1980s@30,31#. Even though the available computational r
sources restricted the statistical accuracy of their studies
confined them to small lattices, their results are still cons
tent with the more advanced calculations of the QCDSF C
laboration which we discuss below. First, however,
briefly consider the formalism needed to connect the lat
and continuum theories.

While the x dependence of the parton distribution fun
tions cannot be computed directly on the lattice, one
compute the moments,^xn&, of the distributions. Using the
operator product expansion, these moments can be relat
matrix elements of operators of a given twist. The lead
twist ~twist-2! operators are given by

O q
m1 . . . mn5 i n21c̄qg$m1Dm2

•••Dmn%cq , ~1!

wherecq are quark fields,Dm is the covariant derivative, an
the braces$•••% denote symmetrization of indices. For re
erence, we shall work with theu quark distribution in thep1

meson,up1(x), which can be related to distributions in th
p2 andp0 by charge symmetry~cf. Refs.@32,33#!,

up1~x!5d̄p1~x!5dp2~x!5•••

[qp~x!, ~2!

where we have suppressed the dependence on the scalQ2.
The moments ofqp(x) are defined as

^xn&q5E
0

1

dxxn@qp~x!2~21!nq̄p~x!#, ~3!

where, for example, then50 moment corresponds to th
number sum rule,̂ x0&q51. Operationally, these momen
can be extracted from the forward matrix elements of
operators~1! as

^p~pW !uO q
m1 . . . mn112tracesup~pW !&5^xn&qpm1

•••pmn11,
~4!

where ‘‘traces’’ are subtracted to give matrix elements t
transform irreducibly.

In the lattice formulation, discretized versions of the o
erators~1! must be defined that have the correct continu
limits. A number of technical considerations arise in this p
cedure. For then51 moment, there are two possible lattic
discretizations of the corresponding continuum operator. O
of these can be evaluated with both pion states having
momentum, which results in greater statistical precision.
only include the results for this operator in our analysis. T
lattice data for the less well determined operator are con
tent with this, however, and their inclusion would not mod
our conclusions. Forn52 and 3, non-zero momentum
unavoidable and the data are correspondingly less pre
Also, the reduced symmetry of the lattice means that it
comes impossible to define operators that transform irred
03402
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ibly for n>4. Calculation of the corresponding moments
more difficult as it necessarily involves the evaluation
coefficients which describe the mixing with lower dime
sional operators. Consequently there are only data fon
51,2 and 3 at the present time.

Although somewhat easier to calculate than for the c
of the nucleon, the moments of the pion distribution fun
tions have received less attention in the literature. T
QCDSF Collaboration has performed the only detailed stu
@34# of the moments of the pion parton distributions. T
analysis was based on a sample of 500 configurations,
the simulations performed in the quenched approximat
using a Wilson quark action at three different quark mass
mq.70, 130 and 190 MeV, on a 163332 lattice atb56.0.
QCDSF set the scale by linearly extrapolating ther meson
mass to the chiral limit. Although there are considerable
certainties associated with such an extrapolation, given
potential non-linearities associated with chiral non-analy
behavior, the study by Leinweberet al. @35# suggests that a
linear approximation may not be so inaccurate in this p
ticular observable. In any case, with the physical scale se
this way the lattice moments correspond roughly to a sc
Q2'(2.4 GeV)2;5 –6 GeV2 @34#. The QCDSF Collabora-
tion have also analyzed some higher twist contributions
the pion structure function@36#, finding that they are rathe
small ~at least at the large quark masses considered!.

While the QCDSF investigations used quenched fi
configurations, one would expect that the effects of that
proximation should be relatively small at the large qua
masses for which data are available. Indeed, previous c
parisons of quenched and unquenched data for nucleon s
ture calculations@37,38# showed no statistically significan
difference in this region. The QCDSF lattice study of hadr
structure is ongoing and we look forward to unquench
results in the near future. When lattice calculations are a
to be performed at significantly lighter masses, the effects
quenching will become apparent. Finally, we note that
lattice results cannot be regarded as definitive, even at
masses used, until a thorough investigation of the effect
the finite lattice spacing and finite lattice volume has be
undertaken. For example, Jansen@39# suggests that theO(a)
errors could be significant in calculations of^x&q with Wil-
son fermions. Bearing these caveats in mind, we take
lattice results at face value in the current study, with t
understanding that our analysis can easily be updated to
flect improvements in the lattice data as they occur.

We stress that, even though lattice QCD calculations
the next few years will be extended to smaller quark mas
and larger lattices in the quenched and unquenched~or at
least partially quenched@40#! versions of QCD, the numeri
cal challenge of light quark masses is such that extrapola
over a fairly large range of quark mass will be needed
many years.

III. CHIRAL EXTRAPOLATION

The approximate chiral symmetry of QCD leads to t
appearance of pseudoscalar~Goldstone! bosons. In the case
of chiral SU(2)L3SU(2)R , these are identified with the
5-2
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PARTON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS IN THE PION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 034025 ~2003!
pions,p6,0. Because the pion mass vanishes with the squ
root of the current quark mass,mp;Amq, the pion takes on
an increasingly important role in QCD asmq→0. Its effect
on hadron structure can be quantified using systematic
pansions of observables in powers~and logarithms! of mp

@41#. In particular, because of the structure of the Goldsto
boson loop corrections to hadronic properties, coefficient
terms in the expansions which are non-analytic in the qu
mass can be calculated in terms of physical parameters,
hence are model independent. For the case of the nuc
the leading non-analytic behavior of the moments of par
distribution functions arising from such loops was found
be crucial in understanding the relation between the lat
results and the physical values of the moments@37,42–48#.
Any serious extrapolation of lattice calculations from the u
physically large quark masses at which they are curre
performed to the physical quark masses must incorporate
effects of the pion cloud@49#.

Arndt and Savage@47# have calculated the leading chir
corrections to the moments of the pion’s quark distributio
finding that the pion cloud contributions to theC-odd
(n-even! flavor non-singlet~NS! moments receive correc
tions:

^xn&q
NS5anF12

12dn0

~4p f p!2
mp

2 log
mp

2

Lx
2G , ~5!

where f p593 MeV is the pion decay constant,an is the
value of the moment in the chiral limit andLx;4p f p

'1 GeV is the chiral scale. Then50 moment is not renor-
malized by pion loops because of charge conservation. In
singlet sector, for theC-even (n-odd! moments, pion loops
do not introduce any non-analytic structure. Physically, t
is because any momentum lost by valence quarks thro
pion emission is recovered through the additional sea qu
generated. Of course, theC-even non-singlet andC-odd sin-
glet moments must vanish identically because of the cros
symmetry properties of the distributions.

Since the lattice data for the moments of the pion PDF
well fit by a linear function ofmp

2 , over the region where
they have been calculated, it is natural to apply a functio
form similar to that used to extrapolate the moments of
NS PDF of the nucleon@37#. We modify the linear term only
minimally, replacingmp

2 by mp
2 /(mp

2 1M2) so that this term
goes to a constant, rather than diverging, asmp→`,

^xn&q
NS5anF12cLNAmp

2 logS mp
2

mp
2 1m2D G1

bnmp
2

mp
2 1M2

, n.0,

~6!

^xn&q
S5ān1b̄n

mp
2

mp
2 1M2 , ~7!

where an ,bn ,ān and b̄n are fit parameters, andcLNA
51/(4p f p)2 is the model independent coefficient of th
leading non-analytic~LNA ! term in the non-singlet expan
sion. The fits are insensitive to the parameterM as long as it
is large, and in this analysis it is fixed atM55 GeV.
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The behavior of the moments in the limitmq→` can be
determined model independently from heavy quark effect
theory, so a more ambitious scheme would be to build t
behavior into the fitting function as well. In the heavy qua
regime, contributions from the quark-antiquark sea are s
pressed as 1/mq

2 and the two valence quarks in the pion ea
carry half of the momentum of the pion. The correspond
valence distribution is therefore ad function located atx
51/2, so that the moments behave as

^xn&q→
1

2n , mq→`. ~8!

This limit is easily built into the~non-linear! extrapolations,
along with the chiral non-analytic behavior~see Ref.@43# for
the analogous case of the nucleon!. However, given the
present accuracy of the lattice data it is sufficient to use
simpler extrapolation functions, given in Eqs.~6! and ~7!,
which are not constrained by the heavy quark limit.

The parameterm in the argument of the chiral logarithm
in Eq. ~6! is physically related to the size of the source of t
pion cloud and controls the onset of the chiral behavior in
NS moments asmp→0. Ideally its value will be determined
from fits to unquenched lattice data; however, present d
are not yet at sufficiently low masses. Instead we take
valuem50.7 GeV, which is somewhat larger than that us
in the nucleon analysis because of the smaller size of
pion, and test the sensitivity tom by varying it over the range
(0.4,1.0) GeV.

The above results for the chiral extrapolation are valid
full QCD, whereas the existing lattice data have been ge
ated within the quenched approximation~in which the effects
of background quark loops are neglected!. Because quark
loop effects are proportional to~powers of! 1/mq , one ex-
pects loops to play a relatively minor role at large qua
mass. Indeed, for moments of the nucleon parton distri
tions the quenched and full QCD simulations were fou
@38# to be equivalent within statistical errors formp

*0.5–0.6 GeV. Therefore, in the present analysis we
sume that the available~quenched! data at largemp provide
a reliable estimate of the unquenched moments atmp

*0.5–0.6 GeV. Future simulations will allow quantitativ
tests of this assumption, and when they can be performe
quark masses light enough for the difference to become
parent our analysis will need to be repeated using quenc
@50# ~or partially quenched@51#! chiral perturbation theory.

In general the matrix elements receive contributions fr
diagrams in which the operator insertions are either on qu
lines which are connected to the pion source~CI!, or on
quark lines which are disconnected~DI! ~i.e. connected only
through gluon lines to the pion source!:

^xn&q5^xn&q
CI1^xn&q

DI . ~9!

The disconnected insertions contribute only to the sing
operators, while the connected diagrams contribute in b
the singlet and non-singlet cases. The evaluation of disc
nected diagrams is considerably more difficult numerica
and thus far only the connected pieces,^xn&q

CI , have been
5-3
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computed@34#. Once again we can make use of the lar
quark masses at which the lattice moments have been s
lated by noting that the disconnected insertions should
be suppressed formp*0.5 GeV, so that

^xn&q'^xn&q
CI , mp*0.5 GeV. ~10!

This same argument also suggests that,at these values o
mp , the pion PDFs should satisfy

qtotal~x![qp~x!1q̄p~x!'qp~x!2q̄p~x![vp~x!,
~11!

where vp(x) is the valence quark distribution in the pio
This observation allows one to approximate theC-odd ~va-
lence! moments by theC-even moments at largemp , and
extrapolate them according to Eq.~6! to compare with the
phenomenological valence~non-singlet! moments. However
we stress that future lattice data for then-odd moments
should vary smoothly asmq decreases—i.e. they shou
show no rapid, non-analytic behavior as the chiral limit
approached.

In Fig. 1 we show the lattice data from the QCDSF C
laboration @34# for the n51, 2 and 3 moments~of the u
quark distribution in thep1) as a function ofmp

2 . The fits to
the n52 data using Eq.~6! and those to then51 and 3
moments using Eq.~7! are indicated by the curves in th
upper and lower plots, respectively. For each fit the d
shaded error bands correspond to fits to the data6 errors.
The phenomenological values of the moments, indicated
open stars~valence distribution! and open triangles~total dis-
tribution! at mp

phys, are taken from an average of global fi
@11,12# to the pion structure function data~see Sec. IV A!.
Assuming valence quark dominance of the moments atmp

*0.5 GeV, we also show in the upper plot then51 and 3
moments extrapolated as if they were non-singlet, using
~6!. Under the same assumption we extrapolate then52
moment as if it were a singlet in the lower plot. In the cent
curves of the NS fits, we choosem50.7 GeV. The outer,
lightly shaded envelopes show a conservative variation
this parameter between 0.4 and 1.0 GeV in addition to
statistical variation~dark shaded region!. In all cases the ex-
trapolated moments, both singlet and non-singlet, agree
the phenomenological values within errors, as shown
Table I. This providesa posteriorievidence for the valence
dominance of the moments~suppression of quark loops! at
largemp .

IV. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE QUARK DISTRIBUTION

In this section we use the available lattice moment dat
constrain the Bjorken-x dependence of the underlying PDF
The approach adopted here is similar to that in the ea
analysis of the PDFs in the nucleon@43,44,52#. The general
procedure is to choose a particular parametrization for thx
dependence of the distribution, and perform a Mellin tra
formation to give the parametric dependence of its mome
Values for the moments, extrapolated from the lattice d
can then used to fit the various parameters and recons
the physical distribution.
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A. Phenomenological distributions

Before using a specific parametrization to analyze the
tice data, we first test the robustness of the procedure
examining the extent to which the parameters of the phen
enological valence distributions can be reconstructed fr
their lowest moments. This will provide an estimate of t
systematic error in the choice of parametrization and the
construction procedure.

Several groups have performed global analyses of p
structure function data and constructed parametrization
the parton distributions. The valence quark distribution in
SMRS parametrization@11# is fitted with the form

vp~x!5Axb~12x!c, ~12!

with the parametersA, b andc determined at an input scal
of Q254 GeV2, given in Table II. According to Regge
theory, the parameterb, which controls thex→0 behavior, is

FIG. 1. Chiral extrapolation of the lowest three lattice mome
@34# of the pion distributions. The upper plot shows the extrapo
tion of the valencemoments and the lower plot shows that of th
total moments. The solid curves correspond to fits using Eq.~6!,
with m50.7 GeV for the valence moments, and Eq.~7! for the
singlet moments. The dark shaded region in both plots correspo
to fits to the data plus or minus their error bars, while the ligh
shaded regions in the valence plot show the additional effec
varying m between 0.4 and 1.0 GeV on top of the statistical var
tion. The phenomenological valence~open stars! and total ~open
triangles! moments are shown atmp

phys ~see Sec. IV!.
5-4
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TABLE I. Moments of PDFs of the pion, obtained from phenomenological PDFs~see Sec. IV! and
extrapolated from the lattice~as discussed in the text!. The n52 lattice total moment is obtained from th
lattice valence moment by adding twice the phenomenological sea. The lattice sea is determined by s
ing the phenomenological valence moments from the lattice total moments~for n-odd!. Errors on the ex-
trapolated lattice moments are calculated from fits to the data6 their errors~first parentheses! and from
varying the parameterm between 0.4 and 1.0 GeV~second parentheses, where applicable!.

^xn&q n50 n51 n52 n53

Moments of phenomenological PDFs
Valence 1 0.21~2! 0.09~1! 0.052~5!

Sea@Eq. ~15!# — 0.05~3! 0.007~4! 0.002~1!

Total — 0.31~6! 0.11~1! 0.056~6!

Extrapolated lattice moments
Valence@method~ii !# 1 0.24~1!~2! 0.09~3!~1! 0.043~15!~3!

Valence@method~iii !# 1 0.18~6! 0.10~3!~1! 0.05~2!

Sea — 0.03~1! — 0.001~9!

Total — 0.275~8! 0.11~3! 0.05~2!
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given by the intercept of ther meson trajectory, and is pre
dicted to be b'21/2. The parameterc dictates the
asymptotic behavior asx→1, and is predicted by hadro
helicity conservation in perturbative QCD to bec52 for the
pion @25,27,28#. The GRS~next-to-leading order! parametri-
zation @12# contains two additional parameters,

vp~x!5Axb~12x!c~11eAx1gx!, ~13!

with all parameters listed forQ255 GeV2 in Table II. The
small differences in scale between the parametrizations
the lattice moments are negligible.

The phenomenological valence moments with which
lattice calculations are compared are defined by avera
the integrals of these two distributions, and the errors
calculated as the difference between the moments of the
distributions. These average moments are given in Tab
and shown at the physical pion mass as open stars~valence!
and open triangles~total! in Fig. 1.

The Mellin transform of the~more general! parametriza-
tion in Eq. ~13! is given by

TABLE II. Parameters of the valence distributions from vario
methods of analysis. The GRS valence distribution~13! in addition
uses the parameterse520.81 andg50.64. The quoted errors com
bine the statistical and systematic~from m) errors.@Note that the
lower limit on the parameterc for method~iii ! is constrained to be
positive.# Errors are not given forA as it is constrained by normal
ization. There is some additional systematic uncertainty from
reconstruction procedure which is not shown but is discussed in
text.

Fit A b c

SMRS 1.08 20.36 1.08
GRS 0.98 20.47 1.02
Method ~ii ! 4.4 0.1~5! 2.5~1.5!
Method ~iii ! 0.6 20.6~3! 0.8~9!
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^xn&val5A@b~11c,11b1n!1eb~11c,3/21b1n!

1gb~11c,21b1n!#, ~14!

whereb(a,b) is theb function. For the simpler SMRS pa
rametrization, only the first term in Eq.~14! is present.

To determine our ability to reconstruct the parameters o
distribution from its moments, we first calculate the mome
of the GRS distribution~to be specific! by direct numerical
integration. Using Eq.~14!, we find that the five parameter
in Eq. ~14! can be very accurately reconstructed~to 4 signifi-
cant figures! from the first five moments (n5024) using a
standard Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear fit. However, si
only 3 non-trivial lattice moments are currently availab
one cannot determine all of the five parameters from
lattice data. If we use the simpler form withe5g50 in Eq.
~14! to fit the lowest three non-trivial moments, the para
etersb andc that give the best fit to the data differ from thos
of the underlying distribution by approximately 10% an
30%, respectively. This provides a guide to the size of s
tematic errors associated with the choice of the parame
form.

B. Valence distribution from lattice moments

Having investigated the accuracy with which one can
liably extract thex dependence of the valence quark dist
bution from the lowest few moments, we now turn to t
extrapolated lattice data discussed in Sec. III and use the
fit the parametersA, b andc in Eq. ~12!.

There are several possible approaches to reconstruc
the x distribution from the available data, which we discu
in the following.

~i! Ideally, then-odd andn-even moments should be fitte
independently as they correspond to different distributio
@Eq. ~3!#, and the valence distribution extracted from t
n-even (C-odd! lattice moments. In this approach@which we
refer to as method~i!#, both the statistical and systemat
uncertainties~associated with the fact that current lattice da
do not constrainm) of the various extrapolations would b
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improved by future lattice data. However, the two availa
(n50,2) moments are not sufficient to constrain all of t
parameters in the standard form of Eq.~12!. With the exist-
ing data, takingm50.7 GeV in the extrapolation, then50
moment fixesA, and we find a minimumx2 along the line
b'20.910.2c ~for 0,c&4). For the casec51, one has
b'20.7, while for c52, b'20.5. Both of these curve
are in qualitative agreement with the Drell-Yan data. If
proved feasible to extract then54 and 6 lattice moments in
the future, this method would be ideal.

~ii ! An alternative approach is to assume, as discusse
Sec. III, that quark loops are suppressed at largemp and that
the n-odd valence moments are approximately equal to
calculatedC-even moments in that mass region. This p
vides us with 4 valence moments to which we fit 3 para
eters. We choosem50.7 GeV for the central extrapolation
takingm50.4 and 1.0 GeV and the lattice data plus or min
its quoted errors, respectively, as a conservative measu
the overall error. This yields the parameters shown in Ta
II @method~ii !#. We determine the uncertainty in the param
eters@arising from the statistical errors in the lattice data a
the systematic errors in the extrapolation~choice ofm)] by
choosing an ensemble of sets of randomly distributed m
ments within the extrapolated bounds and computing th
standard deviation. As discussed above, there is additi
systematic uncertainty arising from the reconstruction pro
dure that is not shown.

The resultingx distribution, which is illustrated in Fig. 2
is in qualitative agreement with the Drell-Yan pion structu
function data@5#. At intermediate values ofx, the extracted
distribution tends to lie a little above the experimental da
while at largex it appears to lie slightly below—with anx
→1 behavior similar to that predicted by hadron helic
conservation in perturbative QCD. Of course, given the re
tively large errors at present~the shaded region is the env
lope of the ensemble of reconstructed distributions use
the error analysis!, the distribution shows no significant dis
agreement with the experimental data.

FIG. 2. Valence distribution of the pion, reconstructed us
method~ii ! described in the text. The shaded region correspond
the uncertainty in the distribution~see text!. The dashed line corre
sponds tovp(x)5Ax21/2(12x)2, which incorporates the hadro
helicity conservation expectation for the large-x behavior. Experi-
mental Drell-Yan data~diamonds! are from Ref.@5#.
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Since Eq.~6! gives themp dependence of the moment
we can examine the dependence of the valence distribu
on the pion mass. The result of reconstructing the PDF
several values ofmp

2 is shown in Fig. 3. We do not show
results for values ofmp

2 larger than 1 GeV2 because there
are no lattice data to constrain the reconstruction. Howe
we have checked that if the heavy quark limit is built in
our extrapolation function, the distribution approaches ad
function atx51/2. It is interesting that, even without such
constraint, the PDF seems to show that the momentum of
pion is shared primarily between the two valence quarks
mp above 0.7 GeV.

The obvious problem with this method is that the assum
tion that theC-odd andC-even moments are approximate
equal must break down as the lattice data are extende
lower masses—presumably where one begins to see cu
ture in then52 moment.

~iii ! A third possibility is to extrapolate then-odd mo-
ments linearly, according to Eq.~7!, and subtract twice the
moments of the phenomenological sea at the physical m
to give the valence moments. The disadvantage of
method is that it relies on phenomenological information
addition to that obtained from the lattice. Moreover, the s
quark distribution in the pion is only very weakly con
strained by experimental data, so that the errors on the
lence,n-odd moments will be large compared to those on
n-odd total moments extracted from the lattice. A furth
disadvantage of this method, from the purely theoreti
point of view, is that in this approach one obviously cann
study the variation of the pion PDFs as a function of qua
mass, as was done for method~ii ! above and for the nucleon
in Ref. @43#. On the other hand, the errors on the extrapo
tions can be improved systematically as the lattice data
smaller quark masses become available and new experim
better constrain the pion sea@9,53#.

Taking then-odd sea moments from an average of t
SMRS and GRS distributions and extrapolating then52
moment withm50.7 GeV gives the parameters shown
Table II as method~iii !. Errors are as described for metho
~ii ! ~where relevant!. These parameters yield a distributio
which is in good agreement with the Drell-Yan data, as se
in Fig. 4. In particular, the extracted curves are consist

to
FIG. 3. Mass dependence of the valence quark distribution

the pion~with mp in GeV!.
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with ~though slightly harder than! the x→1 behavior found
in the experimental analyses, which, however, disagree w
the hadron helicity conservation predictions.

While there is some difference between the detailex
dependence for the valence quark distribution obtained u
the methods~ii ! and ~iii !, these should disappear once mo
accurate lattice data on the moments become available. N
ertheless, the fact that both methods are in reasonable a
ment with the Drell-Yan data, and with each other, is ve
encouraging. It would be particularly valuable to have ac
rate higher moments (n54 –6) in order to constrain the de
tailed shape of the distribution.

C. Sea distribution

The sea quark distribution in the pion, defined as

sp~x![
1

2
@qp~x!2vp~x!#, ~15!

is relatively poorly known experimentally. There are no da
from the Drell-Yan reaction forx&0.2 @2,5#, and the size of
the sea is constrained only by imposing the momentum s
rule. A simple parametrization of the pion sea~as used by
SMRS @11#! is

xsp~x!5As~12x!h. ~16!

The analysis of GRS@12# determines the pion sea with re
erence to the proton sea. A similar constraint can be der
at x;1022 from semi-inclusive DIS measurements
HERA, with the resultF2

p'F2
N/3 @53#. This finding tends to

favor the SMRS sea over that of GRS@6#; however, this
information corresponds to such small values ofx that it is of
little assistance for the present analysis.

In order to obtain information on the pion sea from t
lattice data, one would ideally extract the valence distrib
tion according to method~i! above, and use this to calcula
then-odd valence moments. These would then be subtra
from the total moments, obtained from the correspond
extrapolation of the lattice data to obtain then-odd moments
of the pion sea at the physical pion mass. Thex dependence

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but using method~iii ! to reconstruct the
valence pion distribution.
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of the sea distribution could then be reconstructed using
form ~16!, given enough moments.

In the absence of sufficiently many moments for this to
a practical solution, an alternative is to use the phenome
logical valence (n-odd! moments instead of the lattice mo
ments. Since these moments are relatively well known,
procedure should be reasonably reliable. Then-odd sea mo-
ments which we extract using the linearly extrapolated to
moments from the lattice minus the phenomenological
lence moments are given in Table I. Using these data to
the Mellin transform of Eq.~16!, we find the parametersAs
50.27 andh55.8. Unfortunately, the statistical uncertain
in these lattice sea moments is large and the constraint
these parameters are very weak. In particular, the third
ment of the sea is consistent with zero: for^x3&sea→0 the
reconstruction givesh→`. Nevertheless, this is in principle
improvable and if the size of the errors on then53 lattice
moment were comparable to that on then51 moment, a
more robust reconstruction could be performed.

One could also modify this method by including then
52 sea moment constructed from the difference of the lin
and chiral extrapolations of the lattice data. However, t
introduces additional uncertainty~from m) in the analysis
and does not reduce the uncertainty in the reconstruction

V. SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS

We have studied the problem of the chiral extrapolation
the moments of the PDFs of the pion, from the large qu
masses where current lattice QCD calculations are perfor
to the physical values. As in earlier studies of the PDFs
the nucleon, the non-linearity of the model independent n
analytic variation of the moments of the valence PDF is
tremely important, producing a significant change in the m
ments at the physical quark mass, compared with a na
linear extrapolation. In comparison, the moments of the s
glet distribution,q1q̄, show no non-analytic behavior an
are therefore expected to extrapolate smoothly to the ch
limit.

Having studied the extrapolation of the moments of bo
the singlet and non-singlet PDFs, we examine various pro
dures for reconstructing the valence and sea distribution
the pion from the lattice moments. To make optimal use
the available lattice data for then51 –3 moments, we make
the reasonable assumption that at large quark massesmp

*500–600 MeV) the effects of quark loops are suppress
so that the effects of the quenched approximation and
connected insertions will not affect the extrapolation. Th
allows the parameters of the valence, and to some exten
sea, quark distributions to be determined, and the extra
distribution compared with the available Drell-Yan dat
Over the range of intermediatex, from 0.2 to 0.8, the recon
structed valence distribution is in fair agreement with t
Drell-Yan data, within the rather large errors arising from t
extrapolation procedure. At this stage, however, it is not p
sible to distinguish between the large-x behavior predicted
from hadron helicity conservation in perturbative QCD a
that found in the Drell-Yan data. Nevertheless, new latt
simulations, on the much faster computers expected to
5-7
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devoted to lattice QCD in the next few years, should of
the chance, when analyzed using the techniques set out
to determine leading twist PDFs with an accuracy that
ceeds that of current experiments.

The results of this analysis can be used to guide fut
studies of PDFs in lattice gauge theory. Specifically,
clearest observation is that it would be extremely valuable
have quenched calculations for then52 andn53 moments
of an accuracy comparable to that forn51. This is espe-
cially important for pion masses below 0.4 GeV2. This alone
would make a substantial improvement in the errors on
parton distribution functions. To better constrain the fun
tional form of the x dependence, calculations of seve
higher moments~e.g.n54,5) would also be desirable.

In the case of the nucleon there is no observable dif
ence between the moments calculated in quenched and
QCD in the mass range covered. It is vital to check that t
is also true for the pion.

In order to better constrain the extrapolation and to ass
us that we are on the right track it is important to push
lattice simulations to lower pion masses. Ideally this sho
occur in full ~unquenched! QCD; however, quenched, an
especially partially quenched~which is a computationally ef-
ficient way to get to smaller valence quark mass with
ci

J

ro
e

ys

s.
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actually ignoring quark loops! simulations would also pro-
vide valuable information to guide the chiral extrapolation

Of course, if one wants to explore the sea quark distri
tion, for which there is little hard information at present,
will also be necessary to include disconnected quark loo
even though it is difficult to pick out a signal for such term
@54#.

Finally, as with all lattice simulations, we need to confir
that the continuum (a→0) and infinite volume (L→`) cor-
rections are fully under control.

With such a program we could expect significant a
vances over the next few years in our understanding of
quark structure of the pion in QCD.
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